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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to prove a statement about the existence of Buchsbaum algebras in 
terms of a new invariant introduced and studied by Goto [3], see also [l]. Our paper shows 
that this invariant provides the correct way of approaching the description of Buchsbaum 
algebras. 
In order to prove our theorems, we need some applications of the theory of GrGbner bases. 
Moreover, we describe Goto’s invariant in terms of Griibner bases. 0 1997 Published by 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 13H10, 13PlO 
1. Introduction 
The theory of Buchsbaum rings and modules is well-known, see, e.g. [3,9, lo]. 
However, the aim of this paper is to prove a new statement about the existence of 
(standard) Buchsbaum algebras. 
Let A be a finitely generated positively graded algebra over a field k, 
where Ai denotes the space of homogeneous elements of degree i. We denote by 
A+ = oi>o Ai. A is called standard, if it is generated by l-form, A = k[AJ. Let 
emb(A) = dim,(A+/A:). Let codim(A) be the codimension of A, that is 
codim(A) = emb(A) - dim(A), where dim(A) is the Krull dimension of A (see, e.g. 
[7]). Moreover, Let HA+(A) be the local cohomology groups of A at A+ and reg(A) the 
Castelnovo-Mumford regularity of A (see, e.g. [2]). Then our main result yields the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem. Let n, d, r be nonnegative integers with d s n. Then thefollowing conditions 
are equivalent for nonnegative integers h,,, . . . , hd _ 1 : 
(1) There exists a standard Buchsbaum algebra A over k satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) emb(A) = n, dim(A) = d and reg(A) = r, 
(ii) dim,(Hi+(A)) = hi for 0 I i I d - 1. 
(2) The inequality x91,’ ($)hi 5 (*:?!dd;l) holds. 
Corollary. We have for a standard Buchsbaum algebra A 
d-l d 
c (.)dim,(ti+(a)) I 
( 
reg(A) + codim(A) - 1 
i=fJ 1 codim(A) - 1 ’ 
Remark. This corollary improves the corollary of [6]. We note that the corollary of 
[6] is stated in terms of the Buchsbaum invariant (see, e.g. [9]) 
dimk(Hi+ (A)). 
However, statements of Goto 143 (see also [ 11) involve a new invariant of Buchsbaum 
modules given by 
d-1 d 
G(A):= 1 . dim,(Hi+(A)). 
0 i=o z 
Our paper shows that Goto’s invariant G(A) provides the correct way of approaching 
the description of Buchsbaum algebras. Moreover, we describe this invariant in terms 
of Grobner bases. 
2. Main result 
Throughout this paper, we denote by k a field. A graded ring A = 0, 20A, is 
always assumed to be finitely generated over A0 with A0 = k. The main result of this 
paper is stated as follows. 
Main Theorem. Let B be a graded ring of dim(B) = 0. Let d be a nonnegative integer. 
For each t E Z, we consider a set {hi(t) IO I i I d - l} of nonnegative integers. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a graded Buchsbaum ring A such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
dim(A) = d, 
dim,([Hi+(A)],) = hi(t) for every 0 I i I d - 1 and t EZ, 
Al/(x 1, . . . , xd) A’ Z B’for some homogeneous system of parameters xl, . , xd 
of A’, where A’ (resp. B’) denotes an extension A 0 k’ (resp. B 0 k’) ofA (resp. 
B) by an infinite over field k’ of k. 
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(2) There exist positive integers wl, . . . , wd such that 
d-l 
c c I dim,([Soc(B)],) 
p=O I <I, < <i,<d 
for every tEZ. 
The implication (1) + (2) of Main Theorem is contained in Proposition (3.6) of Goto 
[4]. More precisely, (3.6) of [4] has the following graded version. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a graded Buchsbaum ring of dim(A) = d and x1, .., , xd be 
a homogeneous system of parameters of A with deg(xJ = Wi. Then 
d-l 
c c dim&3,P+ (A)], - (w,, + + w,,J 
p=O 1 si, -c ,.. <i,<d 
=dimk (xi,...,xd) + i [(xl,...,a,,...,Xd):X,I/(X1,...,Xd) 
p=l 
for every tEZ. 
Therefore we are going to prove the converse of Main Theorem in the next section. 
First, we give some general observations and collect known results that we need. 
Let S = k[X1, . . . ,X,] be a polynomial ring and m = (X,, . . . ,X,,). Assume that S is 
graded by deg(Xi) = Wi for some positive integers wl, . . . , w,. We put 
R =k[xl,..., xd] (d I n) and denote by (K,(X), 8,) the Koszul complex of R w.r.t. 
X=X1, . . . , _&. We regard K,(X) as a complex of graded modules by putting 
deg(ei, A .. A ei,) = I,“= I deg(Xip) for every 0 I p _< d and 1 I il < ... < i, i d, 
where we denote by el, . . , ed R-free basis of K 1 (X). Let r be a subset of homogeneous 
elements of Horn&,(X), S). For (PEG, we put Kq = K,(X)(-deg(cp)) and 
Bq = Im(ap+ i)( -deg(cp)) c Kq. For 1 I il < ... < i, < d, we denote ei, A ... A eiP by 
e~,...,i,, if it is regarded as a base of K”. Note that deg(ez, .,,J = 
deg(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)) = deg(rp) + C:=, deg(Xi,). We set 
ar = {q&+1 IVEq, 
r = (y(ei, A ... A eip)ESjqET and 1 I il < ... < iP}, 
K(T) = @ Kq, 
VET 
B(T) = @ Bq, 
rper 
Q(r) = C cp( -deg(q)): K(T) + S. 
rper 
The theory of Grobner bases will play an important role in this paper. We recall 
some basic results about Grobner bases. We assume that a monomial order on S is 
given.Letf,,...,f,ESandI=(f,,...,f,).WedefineQ,:S’-*Sby~(ei)=~(1Iirr) 
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and in(@): s’ + S by in(@)(ei) = in(fi) (1 I i I r). Then in(@) induces N”-grading on 
s’. Furthermore, s* is regarded as a totally ordered N”-graded S-free module by the 
monomial order on S. For mtz Sr, we denote by m* the maximal homogeneous 
component of m. The following proposition is known from the theory of Griibner 
bases (see, e.g. (8.1) and (9.1) of [S]). 
Proposition 2.2. (1) For 1 I i < j I r, if we put 
s(i > j) = lcm(in(fi), NfJ),, _ lcm(in(fi), in(f;)lej, 
in(A) ’ in(h) 
then ker(in(@)) is generated by {s(i,j)I 1 I i <j I r}. 
(2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) fr, . . . ,fi form a Griibner basis of I. 
(ii) There exist ml, , . . ,m,~ker(@) such that mT, . . ..mf generate ker(in(@)). 
(iii) {s(i,j)ll I i <j I r) c C~=lSm~. 
3. Proofs 
Let Z c S be a homogeneous ideal of dim(S/Z) = d w.r.t. deg(Xi) = Wi (1 I i I n). 
Assume that X1, . . . ,X, form a system of parameters of S/Z. For 0 I p I d, we call 
~~Horn~(K,(&), S) a pth Koszul relation of I, if cp(ei, A ... A ei,)$Z for every 
1 5 ir < ... < i, I d, and 
Pfl 
@P+I(ei, A ... A et,,,) = C (-1)4-1Xi,q(ei, A ..’ A 2ii, A ... A ei,+l)El 
q=l 
for every 1 I il < ... < i p+ 1 I d. We denote by Zp(Z) the set of all homogeneous pth 
Koszul relations of I. 
Now, we suppose that a monomial order on S is given. 
Definition 3.1. A sequence A = (A,, . . . , Ad_ I) is called a B-sequence of I, if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(B.l) A, c Zp(Z) for 0 i p I d - 1. 
(B.2) (in(f)IfEUpd,~dp)C[in(Z+(X,,...,X,)):m]\in(Z+(X,,...,X,)). 
(B.3) “{in(f)lfEUpd,~&} = C~I~(~)“A,. 
Remark 3.2. Let A be a B-sequence of I. Since in(Z) + (X,, . . . ,X,) c in(Z + (X,, . . . , 
X,)), in(f) is a monomial of k[X,+,, . . ..X.] forfEUiI;dp. Also, by (B.3), 
in(q(ei, A ... A ei,)) = in($(ej, A ... A ej,)) 
if and only if p = q, 4 = $ and (iI, . . . , ip) = (jl, . . . J,), 
forcpczA,,$EA,, 1 <il <--.<i,<dand 1 <jr <.--<j,<d. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let A = (A,,, . . . , Ad_ 1) be a B-sequence of I. Assume that 
d-l 
iII(~)n(xl, . . . ,xd) = 1 in(aA,) + (Xi, . . . ,Xd) in (I). 
p=o 
Then S/Z is Buchsbaum and dim,([Hi(S/Z)],) = “{cp E Ai 1 deg(cp) = t} for every 
0 i i I d - 1 and every t E Z. 
Proof. We put dhf = {Xaek[Xd+l, .., ,x,,] lX”#in(l + (Xi, . . . ,Xd)) + in(uz:kdp)} 
and define (Pi: t&(X) + S by cpa(el A ... A ed) = X” for X”EJN. Then cpa is a dth 
Koszul relation of I. We set Ad = (cp. 1 X’E J!} and consider the R-module homomor- 
phism @:= CiEo@(Ap): @d,=oK(Ap) +S. 
By standard arguments of Griibner bases theory, we have that S/I is generated by 
{X’Ek[Xd+l, . . . , &I 1 xa# in(l + (xl, . . . , xd))} as an R-module. Thus the composi- 
tion map @g=, K(A,) A S + S/I is surjective, by (B.2). 
Claim. @-‘(I) = @;I:, B(A,). 
Proof. We put B = @$=A B(A,). Then, by (B.l), we have B c C’(Z). We show the 
converse inclusion using Grobner bases technic. 
By (B.3), the monomial order on S induces a monomial order on the R-free module 
@“,=, K(A,) defined as 
X’el.. ,g < X”ex .,.j, iff X”in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)) < XPin($(ej, A ... A ej,)). 
Let m E @-‘(I) with in(m) = X*ez I~. Then, by definition of the monomial order, we 
have 
X”in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)) = in(@(in(m))) = in(@(m))Ein(l). 
Since in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,))$in(l), X” # 1 and X”in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,))Ein(l)n(Xl, . . ..Xd). 
Hence, by our assumption, there exist $ E A, and 1 <j, < ... <j,+ 1 I d such that 
in($a,+ i(ej, A ... A ej,+,)) divides X”in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)). If we put 
in($a4+i(ej, A ... A ej,,,)) = Xj,in($(ej, A ... A ij, A ... A ej,,,)), 
then in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)) = in($(ej, A ... A ~j, A ... A ejq+,)), by (B.2). This implies that 
p = q, q~ = $, and (iI, . . . , ip) = ( jl, . . . ,T I) . . . ,jq+J by (B.3). In other words, we have 
Xj,e~...,D = in(cpd,+i(ej, A ei, A ... A eJ)Ein(B). 
Thus in(m) = X’eb ,*Ein(B) and in(@-‘(I)) c in(B). Consequently, we have that 
@-‘(I) = B. 0 
By the claim, @ deduces an isomorphism 
6 @ SyzW( - d&q)) E S/I, 
p=O 'PEA, 
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where Syzg(k)( -deg(cp)) E K,(X)/Im(a,+ i)( -deg(rp)) g Kq/B’P. Goto’s structure 
theorem [S] shows that S/I is Buchsbaum and HE(S/Z) z @,,d,k(-deg(cp)) for 
0 I p I d - 1. This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Henceforth, we discuss the proof of (2) * (1) of Main Theorem. We put 
S’ = k[X,+,, . . . ,X,] and m’ = (Xd+ir . . . , X,)S’. Let J be a graded m’-primary ideal 
ofS’w.r.t.deg(Xi)=wi(d+ 1 <i<n)and{h,(t)lO<p<d-1andtEZ)beasetof 
nonnegative integers. 
In order to complete the proof of Main Theorem, it is enough to show the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Assume that 
d-l 
c c I dim,([Soc(B)],) 
p=O 1l1r-c...<i,sd 
for every t EZ. Then there exists a homogeneous Buchsbaum ideal I c S satisfying 
following conditions: 
(1) dim(S/Z) = d, 
(2) dimk([Hi(S/Z)lt) = h,(t)for 0 I p I d - 1 and t EZ, 
(3) S/I + (X,, . . . ,X,) E S/J. 
Before proving Proposition 3.4, we need some applications of the Grobner bases 
theory. First, we fix a monomial order on S defined as 
X” -C XB iff the first nonzero component of (deg(XB) - deg(X”), CI - p) 
is positive. 
We put 1= CdpZAClc,,< <i,sdCtE~hp(t -C~=~~i,h Since 
dim,([Soc(S’/J)lt) = dim,([in([J:m’])/in(J)],) (tEZ), 
there exist homogeneous elements fi , . . . ,fi~ [J:m’] such that in(fi), . . . ,in(fr) form 
a part of basis of in([J:m’]/in(J). Note that in(fi) # in(fj) for i #j. In the following, 
we construct A = (A,,, . . . , Ad_ 1) satisfying the conditions: 
(1) A, c Horn&C,(X), S) and dp c {fl, . . . ,fi} for 0 I p I d - 1. 
(2) “{cp E A,ldeg(cp) = t} = h,(t) for 0 I p I d - 1 and teZ. 
(3) in(cp(ei, A ... A ei,)) = in(cp(ej, A ... A ej,)) if and only if p = q, cp = $ and 
(ii, . . ..i.) = (j,, . . ..j4).for(PEAp,~EAq,1Iil<...<ipId-1and1Ij,<...< 
j,<d-1. 
This construction follows by induction on h:= C”,ZhC,,zh,(t). 
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Assume that h,(t) > 0 for some 0 I p I d - 1 and FEZ. Then, by assumption, we 
have that 
dimdSoW/J)l, + w,l + + ,,+,) 
P P 
2 c h t + 1 Wi, - 1 Wj, 
l<j,< .., xj,<d q=l q=l 
# 
2 1 Ij, < ... <j, I d i wj,= $J wi, =:Ui,...i I 
q=l q=l 
for every l<ii<...<i,<d. Thus we can choose ~:={fi,..,i,}l~l,<._<I,IdC 
Ui> . . . 41 such that deg(f,, ,,,i,) = t + C,“=, wi, (1 I ii < ... < i, I d) and 
fil...;,#fj ,... j, for (il,..., i,)#(ji ,... ,jp). We define (p:K,(X) + S(t) by 
&ei, A ... A ei,) = f;,.,,i, for 1 I il < ... < i, < d. Clearly, this shows our assertion 
in the case h = 1. Therefore we suppose that h > 1 and consider J’ = J + (9)s’. If 
S = t + 1:~ 1 Wi, for some 1 5 ii < ... < i, I d, then dimk([Soc(S’/J’)ls) = 
dimk([Soc(S’/J)],) - ai, . ..i.. Otherwise, if s # t + I:= 1 Wi, for every 1 I ii < ... < i, 
I d, then dim,([Soc(S’/J’)Js) 2 dim,([Soc(S’/J)]J. Hence, if we put 
hhcs) = 
h,(t) 
h,($ 
- 1, if (4,s) = (P, 0, 
otherwise, 
<i,&& - I,“=1 wi,) I dim&Soc(S’/J’)],) for every s E Z. Note 
that {in(f)If~{fl,...,fi>\~} f orms a part of a basis of in([J’:m])/in(J’). By induc- 
tion hypothesis, there exists d’ = (db, . . . , AI, _ 1) satisfying the conditions (l), (2) and (3) 
for {fi,...,f;}\F and {hq(s)10 I 4 I d - 1, SEZ}. Then it is easy to see that the 
sequence (A; ,..., Aku{cp} ,..., AA_,) satisfies the conditions (l), (2) and (3) for 
{fl,..., f;} and {h,(s)JO I q <d - l,s~Z}. 
WedefineI =(J,aAo,..., aAd_ ,)S and show that I is a required ideal. By construc- 
tion of A, we have that A is a B-sequence of I. In order to apply Proposition 3.3, 
we verify that u “pZ bad, is a part of Grobner basis of I. Let g1 , . . . , g,,, E J be Grobner 
basis. We define $i:Kd(X) -+ S by rC/(el A ... A cd) = gi for 1 I i I m and put 
& = ($1, . . . , $,,,}. We denote by 
d-l 
p=o 
d-l 
@ = @(Ad) @ @ @(A,):K + S, 
p=o 
K’=K@S, 
R 
@‘=@@S:K’+S. 
R 
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Lemma35 LetO~p<d-l,cp~A,andlIiI<~~~<i,+,Id. 
(1) in(q8,+,(ei, A ... A ei,+,)) = ( - 1)PXi,+lin($7(ei, A ... A ei,)). 
(2) For i, < i < j I d, if we regard 8p+z(ei, A ... A ei,+, A ei A ej) as an element of 
KvPar+l 0 S c K(A,) @ S, then 8p+z 
(- l)P+lXje~d::i;j@ 1. 
(ei, A ... A eip A ei A ej)* = (- l)pXie~f~‘,:j @ 1 + 
(3) For d + 1 5 j I n, there is an element s(cp, iI, . . . , ip+ 1; j)E Ker(@) such that 
(s(cp,il,...,i,+t;j ))* = Xjeca,;i:+l @ 1 -Xi,+lgefh,.d @ lfor some 1 I h I m and gES’. 
Proof. Both (1) and (2) follow from definition of the monomial order on S. We show 
the assertion (3). For 1 5 4 s p + 1, we put fi = q(ei, A . . . A iTiq A . . A ei,+,). Since 
f,’ E CJ:m’l and 91, . . , gm is Griibner bases, we have a relation X,f,’ =f,‘&, Ijgrcq, 1J 
+ ... +fr;b,ahm V;‘&,I,, ~~.&‘~q.s,~~~) with Wi’~q,,~g,~,,lJ > ... > in(f:;,,,,g,(q,,s,). 
Hence we have 
Xjqdp+l(ei, A ... A ei,+,) = C (- l)“-‘XipXjfq 
q=l 
P+l 
= ,CI (- l)q-lXi,(f:q,l~gr(q,l) + “’ +.Gq.s,)gr(q,s,)). 
In particular, in <f:;,+ l,l)gr(p+ l,lJ > in C&‘q,Ujgrcq,UJ for all (au) Z (p + 41). This 
gives a required element 
P+l 
X.@*+l 
, ,,..,,,+,@ 1 - 1 (- l)q-lXi,(J’~q,l,ef?~@ 1 + ... +.L’~q,s,,e~~;‘O l)EKer(@). 
q=l 
0 
Lemma 3.6. Ker(in(@)) is generated by Ker(in(@) IKCd,J and aZl elements of the form 
xi,+, e~?Ti:i,+2 01 -xi,+,e~?~,~,+lO1 (s(cp’,j,,...,j,+l;j))* 
forO<p<d-2,cpEA,, l~ii<~~~<ip+,~d,O~qId-l,cp’~Aqand lIjI 
<...~j,+~<d<j<n. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.5. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 guarantee that { gl, . . , g,,,>u u “pZ h dA, 
forms a Grobner bases of I. Hence in(I)n(Xl, . . . ,X,) = CiZ&in(dA,) + (Xl, . . . ,X,) 
in(Z) and, by Proposition 3.3, we have that 
(1) S/Z is a Buchsbaum graded ring of dim(A) = d. 
(2) dim,([Hz(S/I)],) = h,(t) for 0 I p I d - 1 and t EZ. 
(3) S/Z + (Xl, . . ..X.) z S/J. 0 
Finally, we prove the theorem stated in our introduction. 
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Proof of Theorem. Let J, J’ c S’ be homogeneous m’-primary ideals with J c J’. 
Then we have that 
P(J’lJ) 4 
reg(S’/J) + IZ - d - 1 
> n-d-l ’ 
where we denote by ,u(J’/J) the number of minimal generators of J’/J. In fact, J’/J has 
generators represented by homogeneous polynomials fi, . . . ,fm (m = p(J’/J)) of 
deg(fi) 5 reg(S’/J) for 1 I i I m. Then 
m = p((.h, JJ) 5 dimdCS’L,,& = 
reg(S’/J) + n - d - 1 
> n-d-l ’ 
In particular, 
dim,(Soc(S’/J)) I 
This shows the implication (1) =z. (2) of Theorem. The converse follows from applying 
Main Theorem for B = S/m”+ ‘. 0 
Remark 3.7. This proof gives the following fact: let (A,m) be an Artinian local ring. 
We set r = max {nonnegative integers t I m’ # (0)). Then we have 
P(I) 5 
( 
r + emb(A) - 1 
emb(A) - 1 > 
for all ideals I of A. 
4. Goto’s invariant and GrSbner bases 
The aim of this section is to describe Goto’s invariant in terms of Griibner bases. 
Let I be a homogeneous Buchsbaum ideal of S with respect to deg(Xi) = 1 for 
i = 1, . , n. We assume that a monomial order on S is given as in Section 3. Let G c I 
be a minimal Grobner bases of I. For 0 I i I n - 1 and t EZ, we put 
Gi = {fEGIin(f)E(Xi+l)nkCXi +,,...,X,]} and [Gill = {fIfEGi and deg(f) = t}. 
Suppose that Xi, . . ,X, form a system of parameters of S/I. 
Proposition 4.1. 
d-1d . d-l 
1 ( .)dimk(H#/I)) = c (- l)d-l-i 4 #Gi. 
i=o 1 i=O 0 
In order to prove this proposition, we need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2. 
dim,([Hk(S/Z)],) = i (- l)i-j : 
0 
“CGjlt+i+l 
j=O 
for 0 I i I d - 1 and tEZ. 
In particular, we have that 
dim,(H#/I)) = i (- l)i-j : ‘Gj 
j=O 0 
for every 0 I i I d - 1. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on d and i. By (2.5) of [6], we have 
dimdCK-W~)lJ = “CGol,+ 1. 
This shows our equality for d = 1 and for i = 0. Suppose that d > i > 0 and the 
statement is true for Buchsbaum ideals J of dim(S/J) < d. Also we may assume that 
the equality holds for Hk- ‘(S/I). We put J = (I + (X,))nk[X,, . . . ,X,,] and 
G’ = (f(O,X,, . . . . Xn} IKE G}. Then G’ forms a Grobner bases of J, see, e.g. (2.4) of [6]. 
Moreover, we have 
GJ = {f(O,x~, . ...Xn)lfEGj+lj 
for 1 <j I d - 2. Hence, by induction hypothesis, 
dim,(C& (S/l)],) = dim&% ’ (CW + Wdl, + 1 I- dimKf% ’ CWlt + 1) 
i-l 
i- 1 
= j;o(- l)i-l-j i - ’ #[Gj+l]t+i+l _ ig (_ l)i-lpj 
c-1 
=io(- I)ipj(c_‘:! + (i y l)).[Gj]~~~+l 
for every t e Z. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. First we note that for a parameter a of S/Z we get 
G(S/I) = G(S/I + (a)) + dimt(Hi- ‘(S/I)). 
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We prove Proposition 4.1 by induction on d. By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that 
d > 1 and the statement is true for dim(S/Z) < d. Then, by induction, we have 
d-1d . 
1 (.)dim,(El~(S/I)) = “i* dim,(H#/I + (Xi))) + dim&C-‘(S/I)) 
i=a z i=O 
d-2 
~&-1)-i 
d-l 
#G;+ C(_l)d-1-i 
i=O 
= &- 1) - -’ d 1 d ’ '((~~~)+~~'))#Gi 
d-l 
= iT;,( - l)d-‘-i 4 ‘Gi. 
0 
0 
1 
Remark 4.3. Let I be a homogeneous Buchsbaum ideal with respect o deg(Xi) = Wi 
fori= 1 , . . . , n. Then Proposition 4.1 and the second part of Lemma 4.2 remain true. 
In order to get the first part of Lemma 4.2, we need to assume that I is homogeneous 
with respect to the total degree. 
We note that Proposition 4.1 is not true in general by taking any order on S. For 
example, consider the Griibner bases of the rational quartic in P3 with respect o the 
reverse lexicographic order. However, Amasaki [l, Theorem 5.12, (3)] describes the 
Buchsbaum invariant in terms of a Grobner bases with respect to the reverse 
lexicographic order. For a monomial order in the sense of our Section 3, we have such 
a description of the Buchsbaum invariant in [6, (2.7)]. 
5. Examples and problems 
We keep notations and definitions as in Section 3. The first example sheds some 
light on the construction of B-sequences used in the proof of Main Theorem. 
Example 5.1. Let T = k[X1,X2,X3, Y1, Y,] and J = (Yl, Y2)*+l c k[Yl, Y,] with 
Y > 6. We define a monomial order on T as X”, Xb,XC, Y”, Y ‘2 < XY’XY Xcj Yf’ Y 5’ iff 
the first nonzero component of (a’ + b’ + c’ + d’ + e’ - a - b - c - d - e, a - a’, 
b - h’, c - c’, d - d’, e - e’) is positive. Let I be the ideal of T generated by J and 
{&~l-‘,x*K&Y;}, 
{-x*y;-‘Y, + xly;-*y;, - x,y;-‘Y, + xiY;-3Y:, 
- x3y;-*y; + X*Y~-3Y,3}, 
{x3Y;-4Y; - x,r;-5y; + x,r;-“Y,“}. 
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We set 
PO:K(XI,X~,X~)+ T (pl:K(X,,X,,X,)+ T 
e0 H y;, 
92:~c(X,,X2,X,)-t T 
el H Y;-'Yz 
e2 H r;-'Y,Z 
e3 H Y;-3Y;, 
e, A e2 I-+ y;-4r,4 
ei A e3 H r;-5r; 
e2 A e3 H Y;-6Y; 
and A = (A,, Al, A2) = ({cpo},{cpl}, {cpz>). It is easy to see that A forms a B-sequence of 
I.Also,byBuchberger’salgorithm,(Y’,Y~+’-’Ii=O,...,r+ l)u(cp,&+,~i=O,1,2) 
is a Grobner bases of I. Applying Proposition 3.3, we have that 
(1) T/I is Buchsbaum of dim(T/I) = 3, 
(2) dim,([Hi(T/I)],) = {k 
9 
ii : 2 : 1 : for i = 0,1,2. 
> 
The second example shows that the converse of Proposition 3.3 is not true in 
general. 
Example 5.2. Let I = (Y:, Y1Y2, YQ,X2Y,2 - X,(y: - ~2)) be the ideal of T = 
k[Xl ,X2, Y1, Y,]. We define a monomial order on T in the same way as in the above 
example. Since 1 = (Y:, YIYz, Yl,X2Yz - X,Y:), T/I is a two dimensional Buchs- 
baum ring with depth (T/I) = 1 and &(T/I) = [HA(T/Z)], E k. Also in([I + 
(X,,X,):m])/in(l + (Xl, X2)) has basis Y:, Yi. Then it is easy to see that there is 
no relation X2f1 - X2 f2~I such that in(fl), in(&) form basis of in(Z + 
(Xl ,X,):m])/in(Z + (X1,X2)). This implies that I does not have a B-sequence. 
The third example illustrates the construction of the Buchsbaum algebra given in 
the proof of Main Theorem. 
Example 5.3. Let J = tit”+’ c s’ with r > 0. Assume that I c S and 
A = (A,, . . . , Ad- 1) are obtained from J by the construction of Section 3 w.r.t. a 
sequence of nonnegative integers (ho, . . . , hd_ l)_ (Note that Soc(S’/J) = [Soc(S/J)J.) 
If a sequence of nonnegative integers (Uo, . . . ,h&) satisfies hi = hi + hi+ 1 for 
i=O , . . . ,d - 1, then there exists a Buchsbaum ideal I’ c S[X,] such that 
S[X,]/Z’ + (X0) g S/Z. In fact, each Ai can be written as a disjoin union A:uAi’+ 1 such 
that #Ai = hi and #A;+, = hj,, by an assumption on (ho, . . . , hd). We put 
Ai = (cpl,. . . , (P,,:} and Aj’ = (zjl,. . . , $thl). Then (cpj, rlrj) can be regarded as an element 
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ofHom(KiWo,X~, . . . ,X~,RC&I), SCXol) g Hom(fG(X1, . .. ,-&,R[XoI), SCXol) 0 
Hom(Ki-i(Xi, . . . , &~RlIXol)~ SC&J). We Put ri = {(cpl,rl/1),...,((~h:,~h:)) 
(0 I i I d) and construct I’ c S[X,] from .Z and (f,, . . . , r,) as in the manner of 
Section 3. Then we have that I’ is Buchsbaum and S[X,]/Z’ + (X0) z S/Z. 
Our construction in Section 3 provides a certain Buchsbaum ideal Z such that 
r(Z):= max(tl [Zn(X,, . . . . X,)/(X,, . . . ,X,)Z], # 0} is bounded by m(Z) = 
max{ t 1 rnlJ # O> the maximal degree of minimal generators of I. The following 
example shows that this is not true in general. 
Example 5.4. Let S = k[Xi, Y,, Yz, Y3] and I = (Y: - X1Y2YJ, YiYz, Y; - 
Yl, Y2Yt). Then S/Z Buchsbaum with dim(S/Z) = 1, and 
{Y: - X,Y2Y3, YlY;,Y: - Y;, Y*YZ, Y,"} u {X,Y,3Y3} 
forms a Grobner bases of I. Thus we have that m(Z) = 3 and r(Z) = 5. 
Problem. Does there exist a Buchsbaum ideal Z c S such that r(Z) is large enough 
with respect to m(Z)? If so, then is it possible to construct such ideals having small 
codimension? 
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